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Abstract Realizing smart factories according to the Industry 4.0 vision re-
quires intelligent human-to-machine and machine-to-machine communication.
To achieve this goal, components such as actuators, sensors, and cyber-physical
systems along with their data, need to be described; moreover, interoperabil-
ity conflicts arisen from various semantic representations of these components
demand also solutions. To empowering communication in smart factories, a va-
riety of standards and standardization frameworks have been proposed. These
standards enable the description of the main properties of components, sys-
tems, and processes, as well as interactions between them. Standardization
frameworks classify, align, and integrate industrial standards according to their
purposes and features. Various standardization frameworks have been proposed
all over the world by industrial communities, e.g., RAMI4.0 or IICF. While
being expressive to categorize existing standards, standardization frameworks
may present divergent classifications of the same standard. Mismatches be-
tween standard classifications generate semantic interoperability conflicts that
negatively impact the effectiveness of communication in smart factories. In this
article, we tackle the problem of standard interoperability across different stan-
dardization frameworks, and devise a knowledge-driven approach that allows
for the description of standards and standardization frameworks into an In-
dustry 4.0 knowledge graph (I40KG). The STO ontology represents properties
of standards and standardization frameworks, as well as relationships among
them. The I40KG integrates more than 200 standards and four standardization
frameworks. To populate the I40KG, the landscape of standards has been ana-
lyzed from a semantic perspective and the resulting I40KG represents knowledge
expressed in more than 200 industrial related documents including technical re-
ports, research articles, and white papers. Additionally, the I40KG has been
linked to existing knowledge graphs and an automated reasoning has been im-
plemented to reveal implicit relations between standards as well as mappings
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(a) RAMI4.0 IT dimension (b) IICF Model

Figure 1: Standardization frameworks aligned with I40 Standards. (a)
RAMI4.0 IT (adjusted from [1]). (b) IICF Model (adjusted from [15]). OPC
unified architecture (OPC UA) standardizes machine-to-machine communica-
tion, and it is positioned at different levels in RAMI4.0 IT and IICF. OPC UA
is at the Framework level in IICF, while in RAMI4.0 IT, it is positioned at
communication level and presented as a standard for the description of data
management and analytic processes. Thus, the same standard is categorized
differently from two standardization frameworks that target the domain of I40.

across standardization frameworks. We analyze both the number of discovered
relations between standards and the accuracy of these relations. Observed re-
sults indicate that both reasoning and linking processes enable for increasing the
connectivity in the knowledge graph by up to 80%, whilst up to 96% of the rela-
tions can be validated. These outcomes suggest that integrating standards and
standardization frameworks into the I40KG enables the resolution of semantic
interoperability conflicts, empowering the communication in smart factories.

Keywords Data Integration Systems, Knowledge Graphs, Industry 4.0

1 Introduction

The dynamics of today’s world impose new challenges to enterprises. Global-
ization, ubiquitous presence of communication networks, new human-machine
collaboration scenarios, as well as the development of complex information sys-
tems are some of the developments that provoke changes in various areas of
industry and society. In the engineering and manufacturing domains, there is
currently an atmosphere of departure to a new era of digitized production. This
fourth industrial revolution has been coined as Industrie 4.0 (I40) in Germany,
while related terms, e.g., Industrial Internet, Smart Manufacturing, Industrie
du Future, are used to denote similar visions. They all describe the application
of modern IT concepts in industrial contexts, e.g., Internet of Things (IoT),
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Internet of Services (IoS), and data-driven ar-
chitectures. Following the Industry 4.0 vision, smart factories require to support
intelligent human-to-machine and machine-to-machine communication [22]. To
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achieve this goal, components such as actuators, sensors, and CPS and their
main properties require to be described not only syntactically but also semanti-
cally. More importantly, interoperability conflicts among these components need
to be resolved. Standards and standardization frameworks have been proposed
with the aim of empowering communication within smart factories. Standards
enable the description of the properties of components, systems, and processes,
as well as interactions among them. Standardization frameworks classify, align,
and integrate industrial standards according to their purposes and features.
Various standardization frameworks have been proposed all over the world by
industrial communities, e.g., RAMI4.0 or IICF. While being expressive to cat-
egorize and align existing standards, standardization frameworks may present
divergent interpretations and classifications of the same standard. For instance,
OPC UA1 (OPC Unified Architecture) is classified by RAMI4.0 as a communi-
cation standard, while IICF classifies OPC UA as a data acquisition standard.
Although standardization frameworks aim to facilitate interoperability between
standards, they still suffer from interoperability conflicts. Existing approaches
have tackled these challenges from various angles, including: a) landscaping
standards and standardization frameworks with focus on product life-cycles [17];
b) recognizing similarities and differences between standardization frameworks
and describing mappings between areas sharing similar functions [15]. However,
these methods do not consider the meaning of properties and relations among
the standards and standardization frameworks, preventing thus from a seamless
integration and interoperability. This article tackles this problem and presents
a knowledge-driven approach to support semantic interoperability. We define
the problem and approach as follows: Problem. We investigate the problem
of semantic interoperability between standards and standardization frameworks
in the context of Industry 4.0, and identify their main interoperability conflicts
and conditions for solving them. Approach. We propose a novel knowledge-
driven approach that allows for the description of standards and standardization
frameworks into the Industry 4.0 Knowledge Graph (I40KG). I40KG provides
building blocks for discovering new relations of smart factory standards as well
as for their semantic mapping to the different standardization frameworks clas-
sifying standards world-wide. The I40KG relies on the STO ontology which
formally describes the meaning of I40 standards, their properties and relation-
ships. The semantics represented in STO are exploited for the discovery of
relations between standards. Traversing the I40KG allows for collecting known
properties of existing I40 standards, as well as for uncovering relations that are
not explicitly stated, e.g., a relation between AML and IEC 61499 [19]. More-
over, the I40KG can be linked to existing knowledge graphs, such as DBpedia,
facilitating the discovery of properties and relations. We empirically evaluate the
quality and accuracy of our proposed approach. Specifically, we study the per-
formance and accuracy of link discovery across standards and standardization
frameworks. Observed results indicate that the connectivity among standards
and standardization frameworks is increased by up to 80%, while 96% of the

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OPC_Unified_Architecture
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discovered relations are validated. Contributions. This article extends our
previous work [11], where an initial version of the I40KG is presented. Hence,
the contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: 1. A methodol-
ogy to collect and integrate standards and standardization frameworks into a
KG. 2. An extension of the Standards Ontology (STO) [11] to describe standards
and standardization frameworks.3. A knowledge graph for Industry 4.0 (I40KG),
containing the semantic descriptions for nearly 200 standards and more than 25
standard organizations. 4. An empirical evaluation of the quality and accuracy
of the integration techniques followed during the creation of I40KG. Observed
results provide evidence of soundness of the discovered relations explicitly rep-
resented in I40KG, i.e., up to 96% of the discovered relations are valid, and
connectivity is increased by up to 80%.

2 Preliminaries

Standardization frameworks classify standards in different layers according to
their functions. In this section, we present the most relevant standardization
frameworks and reference architectures to this work. Figure 1 depicts two ref-
erence architectures, RAMI4.0 and IICF, as well as the classification of existing
I40 standards into layers. It is important to note that some standards, e.g.,
OPC UA, may be classified at different layers within these architectures.

2.1 The Reference Architecture Model for Industrie 4.0

RAMI4.0 is a three-dimensional model that describes fundamental aspects of In-
dustrie 4.0 [1]. Figure 1a illustrates the RAMI4.0 layers and the connections be-
tween IT, manufacturers/plants and the product life cycle in a three-dimensional
space. Each dimension shows a particular part of these domains divided into
different layers. The vertical axis to the left represents the IT perspective, com-
prising layers ranging from the physical device (asset) to complex functions
as they are available in ERP systems (functional) and mappings to business
models. The horizontal axis on the left indicates the product life-cycle where
Type and Instance are distinguished as the two main concepts. The horizontal
axis on the right organizes the locations of the features and responsibilities in
a hierarchy. The model extends the hierarchy levels defined in IEC 62264-1
by adding the concept Product on the lowest level and the concept Connected
World at the top level, which goes beyond the boundaries of an individual fac-
tory. Standards for smart factories are aligned with the IT layer of RAMI4.0
and located at different layers (Figure 1a). Thus, the location of OPC UA is
at the IT communication layer indicates that it standardizes data management,
integration, and analytic processes.
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2.2 Standards Landscape for Smart Manufacturing Sys-
tems

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has defined a land-
scape of standards with focus on Smart Manufacturing Systems [18]. Two major
classifications have been done in this work. First, the classification of standards
regarding three manufacturing-related life-cycles: 1) product development life-
cycle standards; 2) production system life-cycle standards; and 3) business cycle
for supply chain management. Second, the classification regarding the ISA 95
manufacturing pyramid, which classifies standards into five levels, i.e., from the
device to the enterprise level.

2.3 National Smart Manufacturing Standards Architec-
ture

The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of China, in a joint ef-
fort with the Standardization Administration, created a report for defining a
National Smart Manufacturing Standards Architecture [14]. The architecture
comprises three dimensions: (1) Smart functions, which include resource ele-
ments, system integration, interconnect, and information convergence to new
business models; (2) The life-cycle, comprising design, production, logistics,
marketing and sales to service; and (3) Hierarchy levels, consisting of equip-
ment, control, workshop, and enterprise to inter-enterprise collaboration. Al-
though this standardization framework is three-dimensional as RAMI4.0, the
classification of the features of the standards is conducted based on different
criteria. For instance, the OPC UA standards is classified in the hierarchy level
in the field level. This situation also generates semantic interoperability con-
flicts between organizations that utilize OPC UA following these two divergent
classifications.

2.4 Industrial Internet Reference Architecture

The Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) is a standard-based open
architecture for IoT-based systems. To support the smart industry vision, IIRA
defines a generic description and representation with a high level of abstrac-
tion. It provides a framework comprising methods to design industrial internet
systems, without making specific recommendations for standards that comprise
these systems [16]. IIRA includes the industrial internet viewpoints, i.e., busi-
ness, usage, functional, and implementation. These viewpoints provide an anal-
ysis of individual sets of IoT-based systems. Further, the Industrial Internet
Connectivity Framework (IICF) extends IIRA to map existing standards with
different functional levels. These levels range from the physical, link, network,
transport, framework, and the top level of distributed data interoperability and
management. For instance, the Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT )
standard2 is mapped to the level of transport. As can be observed, existing stan-

2https://mqtt.org/
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Figure 2: Methodology for creating the I40KG. I40 standards are received
as input and the output is a graph representing relations between standards.
STO and existing vocabularies are utilized to describe known relations between
standards. A reasoning process exploits the semantics encoded in STO to infer
new relations between standards. The linking with external KGs, e.g., DBpedia,
permits the enrichment of the I40KG.

dards are described in various ways in these frameworks; this lack of a unified
view of the classification of the standards ends up in semantic interoperabil-
ity conflicts. In this article, we devise data management techniques able to
integrate standards into the I40KG. Standards are described in I40KG using
the STO ontology and represented in a structured way. Moreover, relation-
ships between standards and among standards and standardization frameworks
are explicitly stated, as well as their main properties and characteristics. Fur-
ther, semantics encoded in STO enables the execution of a reasoning process
that uncovers implicit relationships. The explicit representation of these re-
lationships allow for stating mappings between divergent characterizations of
standards w.r.t different standardization frameworks, reducing thus semantic
interoperability conflicts.

2.5 Semantic Interoperability Conflicts

In this subsection, we describe the Semantic Interoperability Conflicts (SIC).
A SIC denotes differences in modeling and characterizing a real-world concept,
e.g., a standard [13]. General semantic interoperability conflicts [4], they can
grouped into six main categories: 1) Domain (SIC1): this interoperability con-
flict occurs when various interpretations of the same domain are represented. 2)
Schematic (SIC2): this interoperability conflict exists between data sources
that are modeled using different schema. 3) Granularity (SIC3): this inter-
operability conflict arises when various interpretations of the same domain are
represented. 4) Representation (SIC4): this interoperability conflict occurs
when different representations are used to model the same concept. 5) Missing
Item (SIC5): this interoperability conflict appears whenever different items in
distinct data sources are missing. 6) Language (SIC6): this interoperability
conflict appears whenever different languages are used to represent the data or
metadata, i.e., schema.
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2.5.1 Semantic interoperability conflicts in Industry 4.0

The semantic interoperability conflicts described in the previous section affect
also the I40 domain, e.g., data integration. In this work, we focus on seman-
tic interoperability conflicts that occur between standardization frameworks and
standards. Conflicts in standardization frameworks: We identify two main
semantic interoperability conflicts impacting the ability to exchange information
between standardization frameworks: 1) the categorization of same concepts
and functions typically important to realize smart manufacturing is described
in different layers across divergent standardization frameworks; 2) the catego-
rization of same standards is made in distinct dimensions and layers in different
standardization frameworks (cf. Figure 1). Conflicts in standards: Common
semantic interoperability conflicts between standards include: 1) Homonyms:
same terms are described with distinct meanings in different standards; e.g.,
the term Resource is described in ISO 15704 as: “An enterprise entity that
provides some or all of the capabilities required by the execution of an enter-
prise and/or business process”; whereas in ISO 10303 as: “something that may
be described in terms of a behaviour, a capability, or a performance measure
that is pertinent to a given process”. 2) Acronyms: different abbreviations are
used to refer to the same standard; e.g., IEC 62541 and OPC UA. 3) Synonyms:
distinct names are utilized to express the same meaning, e.g., an InternalEle-
ment in AML describes the same meaning as an Object in OPC UA.

3 Related Work

In this section, we describe state-of-the-art approaches related to this work. For
better understanding, we classify them into three main categories: 1) generic
semantic data integration approaches; 2) ontology-based approaches for rep-
resenting I40 standards; and finally 3) techniques and methods to solve se-
mantic interoperability conflicts among standards and standardization frame-
works. Generic semantic data integration approaches aim at solving semantic
interoperability conflicts independently of the domain. Collarana et al. [6] in-
troduce MINTE, an integration framework that collects and integrates data
from heterogeneous sources into a KG. MINTE implements semantic integra-
tion techniques that rely on the concept of RDF molecules to represent the
meaning of data. This approach also implements fusion policies for merging
the RDF molecules and resolve semantic interoperability conflicts between the
heterogeneous sources. The aforementioned generic approaches for semantic
data integration act upon structured data. On the contrary, the I40KG is built
by manually extracting the knowledge of standards and standardization frame-
works from non-structured data. Additionally, specific semantic interoperability
conflicts for standards and standardization frameworks are identified and taken
into account when building the I40KG. Ontology-based approaches for repre-
senting Industry 4.0 standards are concerned with the use of the semantics of
ontologies to express the shared knowledge of the standards. A framework to
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analyze the IoT standardization landscape is presented in [7]. In this work,
smart manufacturing is considered as a vertical dimension of IoT. A standard
database classifying standards is defined in an abstract way, e.g., generic and
domain-specific standards. Finally, general gaps of standards and their func-
tions related to IoT are described. Steinmetz et al. [21] outline an ontology
based approach for integrating IoT based information in I40. The presented
work discuss how industrial assets can be represented by means of an ontology.
The aim is to perform semantic integration of the data that assets generate. The
performed integration enables the communication of the assets through an IoT
middleware system. Existing ontology-based approaches for representing I40
standards suffer from several limitations. First, no dedicated ontology is con-
sidered for semantically representing standards and standardization frameworks
concepts and their associated metadata. Second, relations between standards
are identified but not modeled by means of an ontology. The development of
the I40KG is based on the semantic encoded in the STO ontology. The STO
ontology covers the concepts of standards and standardization frameworks as
well as the metadata associated with them, which is necessary for representing
the knowledge in this domain. Existing works for solving semantic interoper-
ability conflicts refer to the identification of standards and their alignment to
a level or layer of certain standardization frameworks. Lin et al. [15] present
similarities and differences between the RAMI4.0 model and the IIRA architec-
ture. Based on the study of these similarities and differences authors proposed
a functional alignment between layers in RAMI4.0 with the functional domains
and crosscutting functions in IIRA. Additionally, in this work, the IICF frame-
work, which extends IIRA, outlines layers of IoT and identify standards for each
one of these layers. Furthermore, the layers in RAMI4.0 are aligned to the IICF
layers. For example, while RAMI4.0 specifies OPC UA as the core standard for
connecting manufacturing products, equipment and process software, IICF also
specifies OPC UA and adds other three standards, i.e., TCP/UDP/IP, TSN. Lu
et al. [18] describe a standardization landscape for smart manufacturing systems.
The landscape is built upon relations of standards with products, production
systems, and business life-cycle dimensions. The landscape is also described in
terms of standards organizations as well as types of standards acting in each
of the three dimensions. Recent works for semantically integrating I40 related
standards are presented by us in [9] and [10]. The first approach, Alligator,
combines the power of Datalog and ontologies to semantically integrate KGs
while solving semantic interoperability conflicts between I40 related standards.
The second approach, SemCPS, uses probabilistic techniques to resolve existing
semantic interoperability conflicts and integrate KG of I40 related standards.
Many shortcomings can be outlined by investigating aforementioned methods.
First, their focus is on identifying and classifying existing relations and semantic
interoperability conflicts between standardization frameworks, e.g., [15, 18, 14].
In contrast, this article provides a methodological foundation for identifying ex-
isting semantic interoperability conflicts between standards and standardization
frameworks and include them as a part of the I40KG. Second, the rest of the
approaches only target the integration between the information models of the
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Figure 3: Core classes and properties of the Standards Ontology
(STO). Classes of STO are depicted in blue. White classes represent reused
classes from FOAF, DCTERMS, and RAMI4.0 ontologies. Reused properties
are drawn in blue, e.g., dcterms:language. Green rectangles depicts datatype
properties. Classes and properties are used to semantically describe standards
and standardization frameworks in I40 scenarios.

standards, e.g., [12, 9, 10]. Conversely, the I40KG targets to resolve semantic
interoperability conflicts not only between standards but also between standards
and standardization frameworks. The aforementioned approaches comprise sev-
eral limitations to resolve semantic interoperability conflicts among standards
as well as among standards and standardization frameworks. Contrary, in this
article, we provide a methodological foundation for the creation and refinement
of the I40KG. Further, a characterization of existing semantic interoperability
conflicts that are common in this scenarios. Finally, the I40KG comprises the
semantic metadata of the main concepts in the domain allowing for the identi-
fication and solution of semantic interoperability conflicts.

4 I40 Knowledge Graph creation

In this section, we present our methodology for the creation of the I40KG. Fig-
ure 2 shows the five steps comprising this methodology: i) Extract Information
of Standards; ii) Knowledge Graph Population; iii) Knowledge Graph Integra-
tion; iv) Knowledge Graph Reasoning; and v) Knowledge Graph Interlinking.
Initially, we describe the Standards Ontology, as one of the key components used
along all of the steps of our methodology. Next, each step of the methodology
is elaborated in detail.

4.1 The Standards Ontology

The Standards Ontology (STO) semantically describe I40 standards as well as
their relations. In addition, the STO ontology encodes four main standardiza-
tion frameworks for I40 that classify I40 standards. STO is modeled according to
the best practices for building ontologies. In this regard, classes and properties
from well-known ontologies are reused, e.g., the PROV ontology for describing
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provenance of entities; the FOAF ontology for representing and linking doc-
uments and agents, e.g., persons, organizations; the DCTERMS ontology for
documenting metadata, such as licenses, as well as the RAMI4.0 ontology for
linking standards with RAMI4.0 concepts.

4.2 Information Extraction

To extract information of standards, we investigated documents related to the
standardization frameworks for I40. We started by combining terms such as
“Industry 4.0”, “Reference Architectures”, “Standardization Landscape”, and
“Standards”. Following the selected criteria, a list of relevant documents for
standardization frameworks used to describe standards is compiled, e.g., the
RAMI4.0 Model [1] and the IIRA architecture [16]. For each found framework,
a corresponding RDF molecule with the name and URI of the framework is
created and added to the I40KG. Next, we continue with retrieving responsible
organizations that publish or develop standards by using the following terms
“Standardization Organizations”, “Industry 4.0”, “Standards”, and “Reference
Architectures”. These terms are introduced on various search engines and the
first top ten documents are chosen for further investigation. As a result, a list
of 30 standardization organizations is compiled. For each organization in the
list, an RDF molecule with the name of the standardization organization and
its URI is introduced in the I40KG. Furthermore, to obtain more information
about organizations, we used their name and search for each one of them. In
case for a specific organization an official page exists, its link is added to the
respective RDF molecule. From its official page, the acronym and the forma-
tion date are retrieved. Additionally, if the links to Wikipedia and DBpedia
exist, they are also added to the molecule. In the next step, a list of standards
that are described in the retrieved documents of the standardization frame-
works is computed. Standards are searched on the retrieved documents using
the pattern “publishing organization” and “numeric value”, e.g., IEC as the
organization and 62541 as the numeric value. The obtained mappings enable
the link of existing standards to respective standardization frameworks. We
further investigated standardization frameworks comprising information about
classifications of standards. RAMI4.0 classifies standards according to three
general dimensions, i.e., IT, Life-Cycle and Value Stream, and the Hierarchy
Level. For example, the IT dimension of RAMI4.0 represents a number of dif-
ferent layers, starting from the Asset to the Business layer (cf. Figure 1a).
Furthermore, various standards are mapped to the specific layers of this di-
mension. The Administration Shell concept is part of the RAMI4.0 framework.
Due to its importance for the I40 domain, we considered it as another stan-
dardization framework used to classify standards. In this case, it delineates
how standards are linked to submodels. The submodels enclose the different
functions required by a particular asset, e.g., Identification, Communication,
or Engineering [2]. The Identification submodel is aligned with the ISO 29005
standard, whereas the Communication submodel with the IEC 61784 Fieldbus
Profiles. For instance, the Engineering submodel is aligned with standards such
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as IEC 61360, IEC 61987, and eCl@ss. The step of extracting information of
standards from unstructured data sources allows for representing this knowledge
using the STO ontology and encoding it in I40KG. Hence, the conflicts SIC1,
SIC2, and SIC4, which exist across standardization frameworks and standards,
are resolved during this step.

4.3 Knowledge Graph Population

The population of I40KG with standards and standardization frameworks is
realized according to the terminology defined in the STO ontology. To per-
form this step, we consider the concepts of RDF molecules and RDF molecule
templates (RDF-MTs). An RDF-MT is an abstract representation of the set
of properties associated with an RDF class, and all links between the class
with other RDF classes [8]. Instances of an RDF-MT correspond to RDF
molecules in a KG. The RDF-MTs describe the relations between classes in
a KG and the classes from the external KGs to which it is linked. A unique
URI is defined for each name of standard to prevent the duplication of RDF
molecules. For each standard, in case many results are obtained, the maximum
number of 20 documents is selected. By following this method, a total number
of 220 documents of different types are retrieved, i.e., technical reports (12),
white papers (6), scientific articles (28), standard specifications (165), technical
presentations (7), and technical papers (2). The period in which these doc-
uments were published ranges from December 2002 to July 2017. For each
one of the documents, the properties of the standard RDF-MT are examined.
The obtained values are used to build one RDF molecule for each standard.
Furthermore, the mappings to the standardization frameworks are added to
each RDF molecule for a respective standard. The linking to external KGs
is a common method for KG completion [20]. Therefore, to utilize the exter-
nal knowledge, we performed a linking procedure of I40KG to DBpedia [3],
by inspective the names of the standards. In case that the name exists in
Wikipedia, e.g., https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEC 61131, it is also present in
DBpedia with the same name, e.g., http://dbpedia.org/page/IEC 61131. Then,
the property sto:hasDBpediaResource is used to connect a particular standard
to its equivalent representation in DBpedia. The output is a list of the RDF
molecules including the mappings of standards and standardization frameworks.
The property sto:relatedTo describes that two standards are mentioned in one
document but no explicit relation is defined. In case that explicit relations are
defined, their name is encoded as in the form of respective properties.

Listing 1: RDF-based description of the molecule of the OPC UA
standard

@prefix sto: <https :// w3id.org/i40/sto#> .
@prefix rami: <https :// w3id.org/i40/rami#> .
@prefix rdfs: <\protect\vrule width0pt\protect\href{http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf -schema #}{ http ://www.w3.org /2000/01/rdf -schema#}> .
sto:OPC_UA a sto:Standard;
rdfs:label "OPC UA"@en;
rdfs:comment " International standard for ..."@en;
sto:hasTag "OPC UA"@en;
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sto:hasPublisher sto:OPC_Foundation;
sto:hasDeveloper sto:OPC_Foundation;
sto:hasDBpediaResource <\protect\vrule width0pt\protect\href{http :// dbpedia.org/page /}{ http :// dbpedia.org/page/}

OPC_Unified_Architecture >;
sto:hasOfficialResource <https :// opcfoundation.org/

about/opc -technologies/opc -ua/>;
sto:hasWikipediaArticle <https ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

OPC_Unified_Architecture >;
sto:isInteroperableWith sto:AML;
sto:integratesWith sto:IEC_61499;
sto:hasDomain sto:M2MCommunication;
sto:hasClassification rami:Communication; sto:FrameworkLevel ;
dcterms:license sto:GPLv2.

The OPC UA standard is described with respect to relations with other stan-
dards as well as by classifying it regarding to distinct standardization frame-
works 1. Currently, the I40KG comprises more than 200 standards and more
than 25 standard organizations. Moreover, 66 direct relations between stan-
dards are encoded as a part of the KG. I40KG is publicly available and can be
expanded by the community with interest in I40 as well as domain experts in
this topic by directly accessing it on Github3.

4.4 Knowledge Graph Integration

The knowledge integration step enables semantic definition of the connections
between instances in I40KG to resolving interoperability conflicts. For example,
there are cases when similar standards share the same meaning but are named
differently, which causes a semantic interoperability conflict SIC1 between those
standards. This applies to the IEC 62541 standard, that is actually the OPC
UA standard published by the IEC organization but known with a different
name in the IEC publication. In this case, additional properties for the RDF
standard molecule of IEC 62541 are considered, e.g., available languages, the
technical committee, and the stability date. These properties are extracted from
the official website of the IEC4. These standards, i.e., OPC UA and IEC 62541,
are named differently depending on the organizations, but they refer to the same
standard. Thus, they are considered as equivalent entities and integrated into
the I40KG.

4.5 Knowledge Graph Reasoning

One of the main motivations to create I40KG is to encode the knowledge of I40
and to study the existing relations among them. The reasoning step is performed
with the aim to unveil new knowledge from the implicitly stated relations. This
step enables retrieving explicitly-defined relations in I40KG as well as those that
are inferred. For instance, relations of AML (IEC 62714) and OPC UA (IEC
62541), OPC UA (IEC 62541) and IEC 61499 are explicitly defined in the KG.
Based on this fact, the relation between AML and IEC 61499 is inferred. The
existence of this relation is checked and validated in the literature and is of

3https://github.com/i40-Tools/StandardsOntology
4https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/21996
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importance for the domain [19]. Furthermore, a number of different relations
between standards in the I40KG can be retrieved. The result of this query
reports on 103 relations among the standards, and 266 new relations inferred
when the symmetric and transitive properties are considered by the inference
process. Several graph metrics are computed over the two graphs, i.e., original
and inferred graph, respectively, to analyze the connectivity and relationships
discovered during the reasoning step. The number of edges increases from 66 to
227, indicating the discovery of the new relations among standards. The graph
density–the fraction of the number of potential connections in the graph that are
actual connections– increases slightly; it goes from 0.025 to 0.068. This implies a
slight improvement of connectivity among the standards. Values of transitivity
are augmented, i.e., from 0.12 to 0.732. This indicates an increment of the
possibility that a relation between two standards in the graph is transitive. The
clustering coefficient also increases from 0.085 to 0.389. These results highlight
an increase in the degree to which the standards with the same connections,
tend to cluster together. The inferred graph also becomes more centralized, i.e.,
from 0.128 to 0.237. These findings reveal the importance of standards within
the I40KG. For instance, IEC 62541 (OPC UA) with a value of centrality of 0.8,
seems to be more important than ISO 20922 with a value of 0.58.

4.6 Knowledge Graph Interlinking

The interlinking step enables interconnecting I40KG with KGs in the Linked
Open Data Cloud (LOD) [5], i.e., DBpedia. To accomplish this step, every
standard in I40KG is surveyed. A link is automatically created whenever the
same instance of a particular standard exists in both KGs, in I40KG and DBpe-
dia. Next, by using this link, knowledge from DBpedia is extracted and added
to I40KG. During this step it is possible to discover new knowledge of standards
and standard organizations. Additionally, the knowledge can be validated based
on what is encoded in I40KG. To this end, queries are executed on DBpedia.
These queries are based on the linked instances of standards and organizations.
Finally, the I40KG is enriched with additional facts, i.e., new classes, properties
and instances, which are added after the KG interlinking process. Any DBpe-
dia property that does not add semantic value to I40KG, e.g., dbo:wikiPageID,
dbo:wikiPageRevisionID5 is omitted.

5 Evaluation

We empirically study the quality and accuracy of the proposed KG driven ap-
proach. Precision is used as a quality metric to evaluate our approach. We are
particularly interested in answering the following research questions: RQ1) Can
a knowledge graph driven approach allow for the discovery of valid relations
among standards?; RQ2) Is the proposed knowledge graph interlinking step
able to discover new knowledge in terms of classes, properties, and instances?

5dbo is the namespace of http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
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In the following sections, we detail the experiments set up, results and discuss
the lessons learned.

5.1 RQ1 - Discovering relations between standards

To answer RQ1, we validate the existence and correctness of the discovered
relations between standards in I40KG, against a new set of I40 documents re-
trieved from the Web. Two criteria are considered to determine whether the
discovered relations can be evaluated as true: 1) direct relations between stan-
dards; and 2) in case standards appeared in the same document indicating the
similar goal, e.g., I40, Smart Manufacturing. A new set of I40 documents on
the Web is generated by exploring a number of various search engines, such
as Google, Google Scholar, Bing, Yahoo, and Ask. To perform the search of
the 266 discovered relations, a combination of the names and tags of the stan-
dards is used, e.g., “AML” and “IEC 61499”. As a result, a total number of
148 documents are retrieved comprising research papers (66), white papers (8),
standard specifications (17), technical reports (48), technical presentations (6),
and thesis (3). These documents are different from those employed to create
I40KG. A total number of 188 relations out of 266 new relations are validated
as correct, resulting on a Precision value equal to 0.71. Accordingly, we are able
to positively answer RQ1. A total of 266 new relations out of 66 initial are
inferred and 188 are validated by searching into different types of documents;
the method reaches a 0.71 value of Precision.

5.2 RQ2 - Discovering knowledge through knowledge graph
interlinking

To measure the effectiveness of the KG approach after the linking step, the two
following criteria are studied: the number of new class linkings, and the num-
ber of new properties. These criteria are computed by considering instances of
standards and standard organizations. 1. Number of new class linkings. This

Table 1: Precision values for properties related to the RDF-MTs of
standards and standard organizations after the KG interlinking step.
Precision values for new class linkings, i.e., rdf:type and the total number of
new properties after executing the KG interlinking step are reported. Instances
of standards (Std) and standard organizations (Org) are examined.

Criteria Total Std Total Org Precision Std Precision Org
New class linkings 93 108 0.66 0.90
New properties 35 39 0.97 0.96

refers to the number of new classes that are automatically added to the instance
as types. For example, the DBpedia class Industry XML Specific Standards is
added to the AML standard as one of its types. A possible duplicate consid-
eration of classes is avoided, i.e., a given class is considered only once for a
specific standard. 2. Number of new properties. This refers to the number of
new properties that are automatically added to each instance of a standard.
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For instance, the IEC 62714 standard is enriched with the following new prop-
erties: dcterms:subject, and dbo:yearStarted, which are not considered in
I40KG (cf. Figure 4). In this case, two properties are assessed for the num-
ber of new properties. A manual inspection is performed over the obtained
properties. Any particular property which is not defined in DBpedia as an
rdf:property is counted as a false positive. Furthermore, whenever a property
does not add value nor have a description associated, is also not considered.
SPARQL queries, particularly designed for each criterion, are executed on top
of the enriched I40KG to materialize the results of both new classes and prop-
erties. Table 2 reports on the applied queries to the number of standards (73)
and standard organization instances (22) which contain a link to DBpedia. We
observe from the table that new knowledge for standards and organizations is
discovered. Precision increases by up to 0.96, suggesting thus that the accuracy
of the discovered relations is increased by up to 96%.

5.3 Effectiveness of the graph interlinking step

To measure the quality of the generated connections in the I40KG, we evaluate
the KG interlinking step. This evaluation is important since the automatic
linking of RDF KGs can be prone to different types of errors, i.e., syntactic,
logical, and semantic errors. For example, the RDF triple sto:SCOR rdf:type

dbo:Person in DBpedia indicates that the standard SCOR is a person. Links
from I4.0KG to the resource sto:SCOR in DBpedia also introduce this error in
I4.0KG and affect the quality of the represented relations. During the evaluation
of the effectiveness of the interlinking process, the validity of the relations is
measured in terms of Precision.

(a) Initial IEC 62714
molecule

(b) New connections
(c) Final molecule enrich-
ment

Figure 4: Example of the RDF molecule for the IEC 62714 (AML)
standard before and after the KG interlinking step. Figure 4a shows the
basic RDF molecule of one standard in the I40KG, i.e., sto:IEC 62714 before
the KG interlinking step. Figure 4b depicts five of the new connections, proper-
ties, instances, and literal values that are incorporated for the sto:IEC 62714

standard. Figure 4c illustrates the complete molecule for sto:IEC 62714 after
the KG interlinking step.

The properties are related to the values of the instances to which they are
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Table 2: Precision values for properties of the RDF-MT of standard
and standard organizations after the KG interlinking step. Values of
three properties are observed, i.e., owl:sameAs links, dcterms:subject, and
lingg:hypernym. Precision is computed based on the values of these proper-
ties for instances of standards (Std) and standardization organizations (Org).

Criteria Total Std Total Org Precision
Std

Precision
Org

owl:sameAs 301 217 0.98 0.91
dcterms:subject 144 115 0.98 0.96
lingg:hypernym 44 36 0.61 0.85

linked. Second, using the rdf:type property, standards or organizations are
enriched with new class linkings. However, there are cases when new state-
ments are wrongly generated. For example, the following statement: sto:SCOR
rdf:type dbo:Person is considered as a semantic error and the value is marked
as false, since the Supply Chain Operation Reference Model sto:SCOR is a stan-
dard and not a person. Similarly, in case that SCOR is classified as a model,
i.e., sto:SCOR rdf:type yago:Model6 is considered as a true statement. Con-
sequently, the existing classification in DBpedia is correct and marked as a true
positive for the interlinking step. Values of the dcterms:subject, are also in-
spected regarding semantic errors according to its definition which describes
the topic of a given resource7. Based on this definition, values are observed
by checking whether they correctly represent a topic or not. A similar process
is conducted for the property lingg:hypernym, where we checked whether the
linked resource is a hypernym, i.e., a broader classification of the instance. For
instance, the standard B2MML, which is defined as an XML implementation of
the ANSI/ISA-95 family of standards, has implementation as its hypernym. In
this case, the new link is correct, and we counted it as a true positive; otherwise
as a false positive. With respect to owl:sameAs, links to other instances repre-
senting the same semantics are revised. The values of the four above properties
are inspected for each enriched instance during the knowledge graph interlinking
step, i.e., 103 instances of standards, and 23 of standard organizations. Table 1
reports on the computed values of Precision.

5.4 RDF Molecule Templates

RDF-MTs describe the relations between classes in a knowledge graph and the
classes of the KGs to which it is linked. Instances of an RDF-MT correspond to
RDF molecules in a KG. Table 2 shows the computed Precision for the values of
the properties added to the RDF-MT of standard (35) and standard organization
(86) after the KG interlinking step, respectively. Precision values for studied
properties, i.e., owl:sameAs, dcterms:subject, and lingg:hypernym of the
RDF-MT of standard and standard organizations after the KG interlinking step.

6yago, prefix of the YAGO KG: http://yago-knowledge.org/resource/
7http://dublincore.org/usage/terms/history/#subjectT-001
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Precision is computed based on the values of these properties for instances
of standards and standardization organizations. Relations for the RDF-MTs
based on these properties can be validated by up to 98%. Figure 4 depicts an
example of the standard RDF-MT based on the RDF molecule of the AML
(IEC 62714) standard. The left side of the figure shows the basic standard
RDF-MT, exemplified with the AML standard before the KG interlinking step.
Figure 4b depicts eight of the new connections, i.e., properties, instances, and
literal values that are incorporated to the standard RDF-MT, whereas Figure 4c
illustrates the standard RDF-MT after the KG interlinking step. Only five
properties are included for space reasons but the standard RDF-MT is extended
with 35 additional properties to represent each standard. Likewise, the RDF-
MT for standard organizations is enriched with 88 new properties. The graph
comprises 221 RDF-MTs and 259 intra- and inter-knowledge graph links. YAGO
and DBpedia are the most utilized KGs. As expected, two RDF-MTs, i.e.,
sto:Standard and sto:StandardOrganization are the source of most of the
generated links. The analysis is performed before and after the KG interlink
step to study the I40KG w.r.t the connectivity and discovered relationships.
The total number of 221 RDF-MTs with 259 links are generated based on the
initial 43. Particularly, we observe that the graph density decreases, i.e., from
0.025 to 0.009, which can due to the many types of new RDF-MTs added after
the KG interlinked step. The clustering coefficient increases, i.e., from 0.072 to
0.108, indicating that the degree to which the RDF-MTs in I40KG graph tend
to cluster together is increased to 33%. Values of transitivity are rather low and
experiment a decrease, i.e., from 0.017 to 0.0057. This result can be explained
by considering that while more RDF-MTs are added, they are not connected
in a transitive manner. Further, values of centralization are increased to 15%.
As expected, the most important RDF-MTs, which are the central concepts of
the I40KG are the sto:Standard (0.45) and sto:StandardizationFramework

(0.41).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, a Knowledge Graph of Industry 4.0 related standards (I40KG)
and the Standard Ontology (STO) for the semantic description of standards and
their relations are developed. Further, a methodology for building knowledge
graphs of Industry 4.0 related standards is presented. We investigated existing
reference models like RAMI4.0 and NIST, and populated I40KG with descrip-
tions of more than 200 standards, more than 25 standardization organizations,
and 100 relations between the standards. Finally, the I40KG has been linked to
existing knowledge graphs such as DBpedia and automated reasoning has been
implemented to reveal implicit relations between standards as well as mappings
across standardization frameworks. We analyze both the number of discovered
relations among standards and the accuracy of these relations. Observed re-
sults indicate that both, reasoning and linking processes enable for increasing
the connectivity in the knowledge graph by up to 80%, whilst up to 96% of the
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relations can be validated. These outcomes suggest that integrating standards
and standardization frameworks into the I40KG enable the resolution of se-
mantic interoperability conflicts, empowering thus the communication in smart
factories. We hope that this work contributes to a crucial step in realizing the
Industry 4.0 vision, since it requires not only standards governing individual
aspects but needs to consider semantics in the relations among standards as
well as standards and standardization frameworks. As for the future work, we
envision to expand the knowledge graph of Industry 4.0 standards as well as
the semantic annotations of the standards by means of the ontology. Addition-
ally, we aim to consider categorizations of standards available in other reference
architectures. Further, we plan to exploit the semantics encoded in the STO
ontology as well as in the I40KG to determine semantics similarities between
standards based on their terms.
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